
Peppers & Vegetables
Naturally Smoked & Fire-Roasted



Consumers are seeking new flavor experiences 
made with clean, natural ingredients. 

Sensient offers a portfolio of authentic smoked and fire-roasted ingredients that are all-natural, 
shelf-stable and ready to add artisanal flair to to your product innovations. 

Find out more about our Peppers & Vegetables on sensientnaturalingredients.com  
Contact us at sni.sales@sensient.com or 209.667.2777



Chipotle

Smoked Onion
The mellow smokiness 

softens the sharp 
onions notes, giving the 

smoked onion a rich, 
earthy tone. Chipotle

Dried red jalapeño 
smoked with subtle 

tobacco and chocolate 
undertones.

Chipotle

Smoked 
Paprika

Mild, savory and 
smoky flavor with 

minimal heat.

NATURALLY SMOKED
Smoked over a proprietary blend of woods, Sensient’s Chipotle (smoked Jalapeño), Paprika and 
Onion are infused with the distinctly-authentic smoky aromas and flavor notes that only genuine, 
slow-smoking can deliver without added flavors or artificial ingredients.



NATURALLY FIRE-ROASTED
 

We fire-roast our onion, tomato, jalapeño, bell peppers and course ground sweet chili in small batches, over an open flame, 
to bring out the complex, savory notes and visual appeal of authentic fire-roasting, with no added flavors. 



Fire-Roasted Jalapeño Salsa

INSPIRED BY INSIGHTS
Today’s consumer is intrigued 
by intricate cooking techniques 
and hand-crafted production 
methods that transform simple 
ingredients into a multi-sensorial 
experience, while maintaining a 
clean, all-natural label.

Slow-cook processes, like 
roasting peppers & vegetables 
over an open flame, mellows 
sharp notes, boosts sweetness 
and umami, adds pleasing 
grilled aromatics and the visual 
appeal of authentic fire-roasted 
ingredients.

Blending fire-roasted jalapeño,
onion & tomato into salsa fresca 
elevates a simple condiment 
into an all-natural, sophisticated 
dip, while adding an authentic, 
artisanal flair.



AUTHENTIC
Simple, wholesome, 
quality ingredients with 
bold, authentic flavor and 
visual appeal.

ALL-NATURAL
Roasted over an open flame or smoked over 
a proprietary blend of woods, our premium 
peppers & vegetables are naturally flavorful.

READY TO USE
Shelf-stable dehydrated vegetables are ready 
to add an artisanal flair to any innovation.

NATURAL INGREDIENTS
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